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The first of this year’s Regional Hub Meetings took place earlier this month
in the North, South East and South West, with ASET members from more
than 30 member institutions taking part. Discussion at each event was
centred around the theme:
Consumer Protection Law and the Competition and Markets Authority
What do placement practitioners need to know?

Each event began with a video introduction to the topic from ASET Chair, Sarah Flynn highlighting how changes
in Consumer Protection Law are now impacting on the HE sector. This sparked a lively discussion in each region,
with delegates keen to share how the new law has impacted on their role. Feedback to date has highlighted the
need for many to address the issue internally both within their departments and wider institutions now that all
provision, including placements and employability support, that is part of a programme is subject to Consumer
Protection Law.
At the Northern Hub the discussion focussed on 3 key areas:
•

•

•

Information provision – the need to provide up front, clear, accurate, comprehensive, unambiguous and timely
information to prospective and current students. Discussions highlighted
o the wide range of colleagues across the institution who may be involved in promoting placements e.g. at
Open Days and during overseas recruitment. It is important that we know what messages colleagues are
giving. Consider providing them with information which covers things like - what kind of costs are
associated with placements, how the course is structured and what the impact of taking a placement is.
o the importance of managing expectations. A specific example was given of an international student who
felt that the University would find a placement for him. Be clear about the support that is available, how
much of a guaranteed experience are you promoting as part of the course?
Terms and conditions – the need for terms and conditions that apply to students to be fair and balanced. HE
providers should not rely on terms that could disadvantage students. Discussions highlighted
o A question around whether it is our responsibility to check and understand third party placement
provider’s full terms and conditions if we have close working relationships with them and promote them to
our students?
o A specific example which indicated that whilst it is promoted, pre application, that all students are able to
undertake a placement year if they wish, to be eligible students must achieve a minimum academic grade
in year 1 – does this provide clear terms and conditions?
Complaint handling processes and practices – the need to ensure that complaint handling processes and
practices are accessible, clear and fair to students. In particular the discussions here highlighted that depending
on the situation or complaint, several complaint handling processes may apply – e.g. one at the host
organisation and one at the home institution. Colleagues felt they needed to find out more – do placements
complaints go through the institutional complaint process or should there be a specific route for placement
complaints?
What became clear from discussions was how some universities had reviewed placement policy and procedures
in light of this legislation change, but for many, this was the first time it had been brought to their attention.
The session provided a great basis to enable staff to follow up with their home institution about what changes
they may need to make as a result of this new law.

•
•

Following the Consumer Protection Law discussion, we then moved into an ‘Open House’ which allowed
colleagues to discuss issues and ideas more broadly, in particular we discussed:
Fees – this discussion linked closely to the theme of the session, focussing on the need for clear and timely
information. The level of fees for international and home students as well as the perceived value for money of
placement support were also discussed.
IT systems – something which seems to never be far from our minds. Colleagues shared details of the systems
they use and their perceived benefits and constraints.
Feedback from colleagues has highlighted how useful they found the Hubs as a forum to discuss relevant issues.
Colleagues were keen to keep in touch with each other so we have shared delegates’ contact details to
facilitate this.
As the Regional Hubs are in their pilot phase we would welcome your feedback and ideas for future topics, and
if you would like to volunteer to host a future Regional Hub please let us know aset@asetonline.org

2016 ASET Bursaries

Congratulations are in store this month, as the successful projects submitted for the 2016 ASET Bursaries are
announced:
The 2016 Exploration and Enhancement Student Bursary has been awarded to:
Dr Helena Pimlott-Wilson, Placements Director and Lecturer in Human Geography, Loughborough University,
for her project entitled;
Developing interest in work placements amongst prospective and current students
The 2016 ASET Research Student Bursary has been awarded to:
Dr Mark Turner, Associate Head of Psychology (Education) and Dr Julie Udell, Departmental Placement
Coordinator, Department of Psychology, University of Portsmouth for their project entitled:
What determines student success and failure when searching and applying for placements?
The outcomes from both projects will be presented at the ASET Conference in September at the University of
York.
Thank you to all those who submitted a project proposal this year.

ASET Student Competition 30 years of winners

A little digging in the archives over Easter turned up quite a surprise. The ASET Competition for returning
placement students has, this year, been running for 30 years! The line- up of the 1985 winners was celebrated in
the November 1986 edition of our Newsletter in the early days.

It would be great to find out how
winners Julie, Andrew and
Andrew are doing now, and how
their experiences compare with
those of our 2016 winners.
Thank you once again to all of
you who encouraged your
students to enter this year’s
competition, our first with two
categories of entry (UK/Ireland
and Overseas). The Competition
is judged each year by a small
team of ASET Trustees, and we
are never short of volunteers for
what is considered to be “one of
the best jobs in the trustee’s
calendar”, and this year was no
exception.

This year’s Chair of the judges, Becky Jones, University of York, announces the winners as follows:

For work experience gained in the UK or Ireland:
“Congratulations to the winner of our Home Placement Prize - Charlotte Cheesley of Bournemouth University,
studying Psychology.
Charlotte impressed the judges with her determination and focus to stand out in the graduate job market by
getting a year's work experience, in what proved to be a really competitive and challenging area - namely the
mental health field.
Charlotte spoke eloquently about the skills she developed on placement, and how beneficial it proved to see her
course content being applied with clients. She spoke honestly about how some days were exceptionally
challenging, but acknowledged how remarkably her confidence had grown. She finished her piece with the
words that ring true for many " use your placement to go beyond your comfort zone". Well done Charlotte!
For work experience gained overseas:
"Congratulations to Savannah Mukeshi, student from Sheffield Hallam University in International Business and
Languages (Spanish), our winner in the International Category.
Savannah's winning essay, entitled "Work Experience: A Life Changing Experience" reflected on her motivations
"to differentiate myself from the crowd", and also what it meant to be able to demonstrate to a future employer
her many learnings from placement - from coping abroad, to building her Marketing practice.
Savannah clearly improved her professional and colloquial language skills working for Oxford University Press
Espana, but she also made huge leaps and bounds in terms of her personal confidence.
It was a brilliant example to show the life changing opportunity an international placement can provide - well
done Savannah!"
Charlotte and Savannah each win £500 for their entries – Congratulations to them both from all at ASET.
The 2016 student competition will be launched at the ASET Conference at University of York 6th -8th September.
Don’t forget to remind all your students currently on their placement year, and those preparing to do a shorter
term placement by the end of the summer, to keep the competition in mind, maybe to take some photos and
to start thinking about how they might put together their entry for next year’s competition and be a lucky
winner this time next year.

ASET Annual Conference 2016

Booking is now open for the 23rd ASET Annual Conference

The Placement and Employability Professionals’ Conference
6-8 September 2016, University of York, Campus East

“Enhancing the Experience, Supporting the Student”
Book Onlinee

Ron Cooke Hub, University of York, Campus East
Conference 2016 will focus on Enhancing the Experience, Supporting the Student, acknowledging that timely
support and guidance during the key stages of a student’s Work Based and Placement Learning, is vital to the
student having a positive experience and learning the right lessons, looking at:
•
•
•
•

What a student needs to succeed, how best to prepare students for the experience
The needs and requirements of the differing student population
Support and Guidance whilst on placement
Post placement, how to best use the placement experience

We are really pleased to announce our first keynote speaker, Dr Gurnam Singh, National Teaching Fellow and
Principal Lecturer in Social Work at Coventry University and Visiting Professor of Social Work at the University
of Chester. Dr Singh has been a leading voice in the UK’s work on the disparities in student attainment,
specialising in those from Black and Minority Ethnic backgrounds, including working on key Higher Education

Academy projects and most recently a Leadership Foundation publication ‘Race’, Racism and Higher Education
Leadership: How can we make not break BME leaders. Dr Singh will be speaking about BME attainment and the
challenges for employability.
Further Keynotes and Plenaries will be announced shortly adding to the timetable of Practitioner Workshops,
“Something to Share” discussion sessions, Research Papers and Posters, all with the aim to develop knowledge
in, and practice of, work-based and placement learning.
The ASET Conference facilitates the dissemination of the findings and recommendations of employability and
work-based learning research. A key feature of previous ASET conferences has also been the opportunity to hear
about work at a broad range of institutions, about new initiatives and projects, and of good practice systems –
this conference will continue this strong tradition.

Call for Papers – Reminder

If you are planning to come to conference and thinking about submitting a presentation proposal, the deadline
is fast approaching. Contributions are invited under any placement or employability related topic, though in order
to provide a framework for the conference, submissions around the main conference theme are prioritised.
Presentations will be streamed into vertical themes within the programme to allow delegates to follow a line of
interest through conference if they wish to do so. You may submit a synopsis for a contribution under any of the
following categories:
Workshops
Workshop sessions will be approximately 45 minutes long and should be designed
to be participatory in nature - the presentation element of the workshop should be
no longer than 20 minutes, allowing for discussion and activities to follow.
Something to Share discussions
These discussion sessions will be approximately an hour long to share examples of
good practice and challenges within managing positive placement partnerships. The
session is made up of 5 minute presentations/pitches followed by open discussion
of the topic area.
Research papers
Sessions for research papers will be approximately 45 minutes long and any
presentation element of the session should be no longer than 30 minutes to allow
for colleagues to ask questions and discuss the research presented.

Posters
Posters are welcome for display in the exhibition circulation area, and for discussion
during the poster breakout sessions adjacent to conference refreshment breaks.

All contributions should reach the ASET office by Friday 6th May

Spring Staff Development Workshop Programme

I am pleased to announce that from this month you can book your workshop place online via the ASET website.
Date
25-Feb
01-Mar
22-Mar
19-Apr
26-Apr
03-May
17-May
09-Jun
21-Jun
05-Jul
14-Jul

Location
Manchester Metropolitan
University
Manchester Metropolitan
University
ASET Offices, Sheffield
Glasgow Caledonian University
Manchester Metropolitan
University
London - Senate House
Manchester Metropolitan
University
London - Senate House
Manchester Metropolitan
University
London - Senate House
Manchester Metropolitan
University

W'shop
No.

Title

1

Risk Assessment and Due Diligence Booking closed

2
3
4

Introduction to Work Placement Management Booking closed
Supporting Disabled Students with Placements Booking closed
Placements with SMEs Booking closed

5
6

From Placements to Employability
Placements, Work Based Learning and Social Mobility

7
8

Developing Overseas Placements
Marketing for Placements

9
10

Placements with SMEs
Facing Facebook, Tackling Twitter and Living with LinkedIn

11

Innovation in Placement Assessment

5. From Placements to Employability: thinking about the whole student experience (Pl-E)
Tuesday 26th April (10am-4pm)
Manchester Metropolitan University
£165 ASET members/£195 non-members
Perhaps you have expertise in supporting placement students but are now being asked to become involved in
curriculum design and development more broadly associated with employability? Or you have experience in
your subject based curriculum but are new to placements and employability? Do you know what you might do

differently if you were assessing a first year undergraduate placement compared to a Masters level
placement? Single interventions, like the sandwich placement, are no longer sufficient in terms of determining
employment success on graduation – we must consider the whole student experience. We will contrast
employability in the curriculum with employability through the curriculum i.e. how broader teaching, learning
and assessment strategies throughout a programme can impact on employability. The intended outcome of
the session is to enable you to use your experience and expertise from placement activities to work with your
colleagues in your own institutions to appropriately embed placement and other employability related
activities in the curriculum.
Last day for booking: Monday 18th April

6. Placements, work based learning and social mobility: exploring pathways to success
Tuesday 3rd May (10am-4pm)
Senate House, London
£165 ASET members/£195 non-members

The issues surrounding the social mobility of our students are, again, high on the agenda of late. The
Government’s Green paper Teaching Excellence, Social Mobility and Student Choice (Nov 2015) proposes to
“provide greater focus on graduate employability” and “widen participation in higher education” whilst the
newly formed (Jan 2016) think tank, the Learning and Work Institute, aims to promote “lifelong learning, full
employment and inclusion”.
For those of us on the ground, what can we do, practically, to increase the take up of placements by students
from disadvantaged backgrounds? Furthermore, what solutions can we share to better engage employers in
our communities and nationally in order to further these broad strategic social aims?
In an interactive day of participation and discussion, this workshop will examine ways to support the
employability of our students, as well as employers who offer work placements and the like. Delegates will
build up a tool-kit of ideas and suggested techniques to use at their institutions.
Last day for booking: Monday 25th April

7.

Developing Overseas Placements (DOP)

Tuesday 17th May (10am-4pm)
Manchester Metropolitan University
£165 ASET members/£195 non-members
Graduate employers want students with multicultural awareness, flexibility, adaptability and who are robust
enough to deal with business on a global scale.
International placements enable students to develop these highly transferable skills which are proven to
increase employability, but Higher Education Institutions can find the development and management of these
placements daunting.

“Spending time abroad in a structured way improves student outcomes and prospects in ways that make its
encouragement a valid aim for both HE providers and government”. Topics such as insurance, health and safety
and visas have the potential to detract from the positive benefits which such placements can offer the parties
in these partnerships. Issues relating to visiting students whilst overseas on placements, the costs for HEIs and
students, as well as students’ expectations are prevalent too. This highly interactive one-day workshop, led by
experienced placement practitioners, will guide you through these areas and many more, with robust
frameworks and examples being shared and discussed. The day will also include sound networking
opportunities with other delegates and course leaders, as well as the chance to share experiences and good
practice in this field.
Last day for booking: Monday 9th May

8. Marketing for Placements (MP)

Thursday 9th June (10am-4pm)
Senate House, London
£165 ASET members/£195 non-members
Marketing placements and what we do needs to be adapted to our audiences, of which there are many –
students, prospective students (and their parents), academic colleagues, the sector, employers and HE
management. Better promotion can lead to an increase in the number of students taking up placements
and/or more opportunities being made available by employers to your students. With available technologies
naturally evolving, we also need to think about innovative ways to market placements.
In this practical workshop, our facilitators will discuss techniques you can employ to market placements and
work based learning programmes to these audiences, and will encourage your participation to share your
experiences.
Last day for booking: Thursday 2nd June

9. Placements with SMEs – engaging and supporting employers and students (SMEs)
Tuesday 21st June (10am-4pm)
Manchester Metropolitan University
£165 ASET members/£195 non-members

Engaging with SMEs can be an effective way of generating new and more varied placement opportunities for
students. However, considering that many SMEs do not have formal summer or year-long internship/placement
recruitment processes, or may not have considered taking on a student/graduate before, there can be barriers
that make engagement difficult. In addition, how many of your students are keen to apply for roles with SMEs
or understand the value that such experiences can offer?

•

This participative, staff development workshop aims to show:
the sources and means by which to locate suitable SMEs

•
•
•
•

the methods for engaging with SMEs (marketing the benefits of taking on students/graduates)
ways to overcome student disengagement
the service level agreements or contracts to have in place
how to make life easier for SMEs: things to do before, during and after the internships
Last day for booking: Monday 13th June

10.Facing Facebook, Tackling Twitter and Living with Linked In (#FFTTLL)
Tuesday 5th July (10am-4pm)
Senate House, London
£165 ASET members/£195 non-members

•
•
•
•
•

A workshop exploring ways in which HE staff can use social media to engage with their students and ideas on
how to coach students on the positive and professional use of social media. We will also provide a receptive
forum for discussing doubts about using social media and how to manage these.
Strategies for engaging effectively with students using social media and those not using social media (for
example, On Twitter and Off Twitter strategies)
Dos and don’ts of using social media – how to show students to use social media to positive effect
Brand Professional Me - how students can develop a successful personal brand for job seeking and networking
Platforms discussed: Predominantly Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, but also Instagram, Pinterest and emerging
platforms such as https://about.me/
A basic appreciation (not expert use) of some of the platforms – Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn would be
useful although not essential
Last day for booking: Monday 27th June

11. Innovation in Placement Assessment (IPA)

Thursday 14th July (10am-4pm)
Manchester Metropolitan University
£165 ASET members/£195 non-members
There’s more than one way to….assess a placement. From vlogs and blogs, to PDP and journals, essays and
reports, posters and presentations, self-reflective practice and peer-assisted assessment, our facilitators will
introduce contemporary, relevant and authentic methods of assessment for placements and work based
learning models. In this participative workshop, delegates will be invited to engage in discussion and dialogue
on the topic including exploring issues such as:
•
•
•
•

What are you assessing?
Who is involved in the assessment?
Is it fit for purpose?
How to encourage your students to engage in reflective practice

Last day for booking: Monday 4th July

Spring Research Meeting

Aston University, Tuesday 3rd May 2016

The meeting is an opportunity for those conducting research about placements, work based learning or
employability to come together and share outcomes, progress, and to discuss future work – including
collaborations. Those attending the meeting will be asked to contribute towards lively discussion and debate. If
you would like to come along and share in the discussion, please contact the ASET office, by Monday 25th April
to book your place. There will be no charge for this event, but please note that places are limited and will be
allocated on a first come first served basis.
AGENDA - draft
10.30 Arrival and Registration
11.05 Welcome and overview of the day
11.10 Keynote – Key themes in Employability (?)
12.00 Questions
12.15 Lunch and Networking
13.00 Breakout Groups
Share ideas / current research and gain critical insights
14.15 Break
14.30 Bringing it all together
Key insights from each group – ideas for workshops/submissions/something to share for conference (?)
15.15 Partnerships
Working together to achieve results – cross-referencing current and future work
16.00 Closing comments & Next Steps

And Finally

Please send your contributions for next month’s e-Bulletin by Friday 13th May

